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Abstract. Technology offers new opportunities for education including educational games and complex 
methods for assessment. This paper aims at comparing the cognitive and affective results of a training 
program developed for first- and second-grade students in face-to-face and game-based environment and at 
investigating the opportunities of applying educational games and embedded innovative assessment 
technologies to improve students' reasoning skills. The training program consists of 120 educational games, 
developed directly for young learners. The experimental and control groups in the study consisted of 123 and 
137 first and second graders, respectively. One third of the experimental group took part in a game-based 
training in computer-based environment (n=38), the others were involved in face-to-face training. Trainers in 
the face-to-face case asked relevant questions before and after the tests, whereas no dialogues were present in 
the game-based case. The training took six weeks to complete. The cognitive effectiveness of the training 
was measured with an inductive reasoning test, comprising 37 figural, non-verbal items (Cronbach α=.87). 
Besides the test-based data collection, facial expressions and head movement (captured by webcams) were 
monitored and the affective effects of the training were logged. The experimental group significantly 
outperformed the control group by more than one standard deviation on the post-test (t=-10.65, p<.00). The 
most frequent facial expressions were surprise (31%), happiness (24%), and anger (16%) during game-based 
training. Disgust (7%), fear (3%), and sadness (1%) were less frequent. The distributions of the facial 
expressions did not show significant relationships with the developmental level of reasoning skills. On the 
whole we found no significant differences between the developmental achievements of the face-to-face and 
game based groups after the training. 
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1. Introduction  
Technology offers a great deal of new opportunities in education. It enhances the learning situation by 

allowing innovative task presentation, including multimedia, which increases motivation and the level of 
entertainment. Due to the technological development over the past decades a new training method has been 
gaining strength besides the traditional ‘face-to-face’ development programs: game-based development has 
become a viable option. Many studies argued that computer games should have a significant role in 
education (see Egenfeldt-Nielsen, 2007). Previous research showed that the development of abilities and 
reasoning skills via computer games is promising in many domains [Yelland, 2005]. However, there is a 
need for further research to support the application of educational theory to gaming since there are thoughtful 
warnings about the usefulness of technology in education [Toyama, 2011] and wise suggestions about the 
introduction of technology into schools [Cobo, 2011]. The design criteria for developmentally beneficial 
computer games must be based on widely-accepted education theories and practices [Peterson, Verenikina, 
& Herrington, 2008] and the effectiveness must be measured and compared to the traditional teaching 
methods.  

Technology revolutionizes not only the learning situations but the embedded assessment and feedback 
mechanism as well [McGaw, Griffin, & Care, 2012]. Traditional methods provide the implementers with 
very few indicators, such as test scores, or subjective feedback regarding students’ feelings during the 
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training. Innovative assessment technologies provide innovative data entry and response capture, the teacher 
(and the computer) has access to rich data sets, which can lead to complex assessments methods by 
monitoring, logging, and analyzing emotional and cognitive issues in context [Csapó, Lőrincz, & Molnár, 
2012]. 

In the present study, inductive reasoning strategies were trained explicitly face-to-face and in game-
based environment using innovative assessment technologies for logging and analyzing metadata such as 
facial expressions based on the theory of basic emotions [Ekman, 1992]. The training is based on Klauer’s 
theory of inductive reasoning and on his “Cognitive training for children” concept [Klauer & Phye, 2008].  

Our main result is that there is no significant difference between training efficiency in face-to-face 
situation and in game-based environment for young pupils. This finding opens up a relatively inexpensive 
route for training inductive reasoning strategies for disadvantaged children at very early ages. 

2. Objectives 
Our motivation on developing high-quality low-cost training with remote assessment for many children 

gives rise to the following objectives: (1) compare the results and the effects of an inductive reasoning 
training program for first- and second-grade students in face-to-face and in game-based environments. (2) 
Investigate the opportunities for further studies that include both the cognitive and affective dimensions, 
especially with regards to the effectiveness of digital games as novel embedded innovative assessment 
technologies in order to improve students' reasoning skills. 

In this paper we: 
• explore the possibilities offered by technology-based assessment for a better understanding of 

students’ inductive reasoning skills;  
• compare the test-based results and the effects of an inductive reasoning training program for first and 

second graders in face-to-face and in game-based situations,  
• present the results of the video-analyses on facial expressions that we detected (affective dimension);  

3. Methods 

3.1. Participants  
The experimental group had 123 first- and second-grade students, whereas the control group consisted of 

137 students having similar background variables. One third (38 students) of the experimental group took 
part in a game-based training in computer-based environment, while the remaining part participated in a 
face-to-face training. 

3.2. Procedure  
The training process was divided into 12 sessions, each lasting approximately 45 minutes. In the first and 

last sessions before and immediately after the training process test-based data collection took place to 
measure the cognitive dimension of the training-effect. The interval between the pre-test and the post-test 
was 8 weeks, the period in which the training was performed. 

The program consists of 120 tasks (games) which can be solved through the application of appropriate 
inductive reasoning processes. In the face-to-face form of the training one quarter of the problems were 
manipulative requiring e.g. colorful building blocks, Dienes’s logical set, matches, and so on [see Molnár, 
2011]. The 120 computerized educational games were presented via touch screen monitors. Children used 
headsets and the training took place in a high-quality experimental classroom. Each game was started by a 
description of the task and had one or two additional questions that could be required by the children for 
additional help during the game.  

In terms of the methods and work forms of the training, students were given the training individually. In 
the face-to-face environment there was a team of implementers, namely the class teachers, who introduced 
the activities to the children individually. In the computer-based training two facilitators were present in the 
classroom-like computer-lab during the whole training, where students were trained individually, however, at 
the same time in groups of 20. 

The cognitive dimension of the training-effect was measured by traditional test-based data collection in 
both situations. The test comprised 37 figural, non-verbal items (Cronbach α = .87). Test construction and a 
precise alignment between the framework and the test ensured validity of the test [see Molnár, 2011].  

Besides the test-based data collection, innovative assessment technologies were used in the game-based 
environment with the intent of monitoring the affective processes, e.g. logging and analyzing metadata, such 
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as head movement and facial expressions. Webcam-based technology and off-line facial expression 
evaluation was utilized [Jeni et al. 2012]. However, the technology offers real time evaluation and real time 
feedback [Saragih et al., 2011]. The method is sketched in Figure 1a-b. First, for each landmark, the response 
map – a probability distribution – is computed (Figure 1a). Then the results, i.e., the individual probability 
distributions are combined to form the best probability estimation subject to the constraints of the form of the 
face. Further improvements are achieved step-by-step by sliding towards the minimum along the negative 
gradient of the objective function of the so called constrained local model (CLM) [Cristinacce & Cootes, 
2008] that we applied. The result of this successive approximation gives rise to the estimation of the 
landmark positions. We have estimated the six basic emotions, namely happiness, sadness, disgust, fear, 
anger, and surprise (Figure 1c). Our multi-class classifier system was trained on the CK+ [Lucey, 2008] and 
on the BU 4DFE [Yin, 2008] databases. Recognition reached about 87% (for more details, see [Jeni, 2012]). 

 

(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 1.: (a): Response map for the right corner of the right eye. (b): estimated positions of the relevant landmarks on the 

face for emotion estimation, (c): Left hand side: original image; right hand side:  results of the evaluation. Crosses: 
landmark points of the automated annotation. Roll, yaw, pitch: angle of head pose. Anger, etc: emotions. Rectangles: 

individual estimations of the different emotion sensors that may be misguided by similarities of the different emotions. 
Larger open rectangle: classification of the emotion. 

The affective dimension of the training cannot be measured in the face-to-face environment presently. 
Lacking the objective measurement tools, only the subjective opinion of the implementers gave us some 
information regarding the affective processes. However, future developments will provide such objective 
tools since our methods are pose independent [Jeni, 2012] and may reach the sufficient level of robustness in 
the near future. 

4. Results 

4.1. Cognitive dimension of the training effect  
No significant differences were found between the performance of the experimental and the control 

groups in face-to-face (t=1.06, p>.05) and in game-based (t=1.44, p>.05) environment prior to the 
experiment, while the experimental groups managed to achieve significant development in the experimental 
period in both cases (t=15.42, p<.001; t=-10.65, p<.001), respectively. The experimental groups significantly 
outperformed the control group by more than one standard deviation on the post-test (Figure 3) and nearly 
each student attained significant improvement in their performance as a result of the training independent 
from the used media. 

There were no significant differences between the post-test mean scores of students getting the training 
in face-to-face or game-based environment (t=1.70 p>.05). Nevertheless, a different tendency can be 
observed regarding the performance of the control group. Some students underperformed their pre-test 
performance by almost 30% in the post-test. The above results are supported by the student level analyses. 
There were no students in the experimental group whose performance dropped significantly from pre-test to 
post-test; moreover, several students improved in both modalities by more than one standard deviation. The 
effect size of the face-to-face training program was d=1.05 (p<.01) and it was d=.87 (p<.01) regarding the 
game-based environment. Using Cohen’s convention for describing the magnitude effect size, these are 
clearly large effects. 
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Fig. 3.: Changes of the mean achievement of the control and the face-to-face and game-based experimental group from 

pre-test to post-test 

4.2. Affective dimension of the training effect 
The precision of our emotion estimation system was tested on the FaceGen [Jeni, 2011] and on the BU 

4DFE [Jeni, 2012] databases. State-of-the-art emotion recognition was achieved and the system showed 
robustness against pose variations that – together – enable emotion estimation in the classroom. 

In face-to-face environment it was not possible to do any objective, comparable analyses because of the 
subjectivity of the implementers introduced the activities to the children. In game-based environment the 
most frequent facial expressions were those of surprise (31%), happiness (24%) and anger (16%) during the 
game-based training. Disgust (7%), fear (3%) and sadness (1%) were less frequent. Children were not always 
facing the screens, therefore, there was no detectable face on 19% of the frames. No significant differences 
were found between genders regarding the distribution of the different expressed emotions. There were no 
significant correlations between the level of the cognitive development and the distributions of the facial 
expressions. 

5. Discussion 
This paper addresses the comparison of the cognitive and affective effectiveness of a training program 

for Grade 1 and 2 students in face-to-face and game-based environment, presents the underlying possibilities 
for a computer based intervention and presents the direct result of the evaluation study. According to the 
analyses the developmental level of students in the experimental and control group did not differ prior to the 
experiment and similarly mean test scores of students getting the training face-to-face or game-based did not 
differ either prior to the experiment. It means that the two subsample of the experimental group meets the 
requirement for doing the comparisons within the two subsample of the experimental group in the study as 
well.  

As a cognitive result of the training, the reasoning skills of the experimental group students showed 
greater improvement than that of the control group students in both environments. Thus, our findings 
provided empirical evidence that computer games even without intelligent tutor are also efficient tools in the 
development of reasoning skills at this early age.  

Regarding the cognitive effectiveness of the training the comparison of the results on student level made 
it possible to consider the changes in face-to-face and game-based experimental environment and to compare 
the changes in control group performance based on students’ original level of inductive reasoning skills as 
well. The performance pattern of the students in the experimental and control group differ significantly, 
while similar tendency is displayed in connection with the fact-to-face and game-based experimental group 
students’ reasoning skills. There were no students in the experimental group independent from the used 
media whose performance dropped significantly from pre-test to post-test. Most of the students’ performance 
in the face-to-face and game-based environment attained improvement by more than one standard deviation 
as a result of the training. The training regardless of the used media enhanced students’ reasoning with 
highly diverse levels of skills. The effect sizes achieved in face-to-face and game based environment are 
outstanding internationally as well. 

We have outlined how contextual information can be gathered while students play the game. According 
to the facial expression-analyses the two emotions which we can consider positive (happiness, surprise) have 
been experienced more frequently during the training than anger, disgust, fear or sadness. This suggests that 
using our game-based program provides children with enjoyable time. Having the emotion of surprise in this 
large quantity imply that our program does not seem to be unexciting or uninteresting for the users. 
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The results suggest that game-based environment do not decrease the effectiveness of an educational 
training program, it can be used in a computer-based environment with similar level of effectiveness as one-
to-one development in face-to-face environment. With sufficient educational game design the advantages of 
the game-based environment are clear: the presence of the class school teacher is not crucial during the 
development process and students can be trained in groups. These characteristics of the game-based media 
indicate great potential for educational use.  
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